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Abstract

We introduce LazyPPL, a prototype probabilistic programming library for Haskell.
The library emphasises the clarifying power of types, and the connection between
non-parametric, stochastic processes and lazy (call by need) evaluation. We illus-
trate the power of the language with natural specifications of infinite structures
including Poisson point processes, Gaussian processes, and Dirichlet Process
clustering.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic programming is a powerful method for machine learning and statistics: one defines
and combines Bayesian statistical models by writing programs. This paper introduces LazyPPL, a
library that advances probabilistic programming using ideas from programming languages research,
primarily laziness and types.

Laziness In programming languages, ‘lazy’ evaluation is also known as ‘call-by-need’: you only
run the bits of programs that are needed for the result. In probabilistic programming, this becomes
‘sample-by-need’: you only sample from distributions that are needed for the result. In LazyPPL, we
illustrate the power of this idea for non-parametric models such as Poisson point processes, Gaussian
processes, and Dirichlet Process clustering and Indian Buffet Process feature models. Generally
speaking, a non-parametric model has a parameter space in which the dimension is unspecified, or
regarded as potentially infinite. Bayesian inference can still be tractable, because the data and output
are finite, and so not all the parameters will turn out to be relevant. The key idea of LazyPPL is that
the evaluation engine of a standard lazy programming language (Haskell) can be trusted to work out
which parameters are relevant, leaving the programmer free to write potentially infinite dimensional
models.

Types A second highlight of LazyPPL is that these non-parametric constructions are first class and
strongly typed (§2). This means that they can be manipulated in the same way as standard parametric
constructions in a traditional probabilistic programming language, such as normal distributions and
gamma distributions. The type system allows this manipulation of the constructions to happen in
a principled way. It also clarifies the connection between the programming constructions and the
mathematical objects that they correspond to. For example, the type system says that a Poisson
point process is a distribution over possibly infinite sets of points, and that the Wiener process is
a distribution over functions R → R. The Wiener process can then be applied to arguments or
composed with other arithmetic or random functions, since it is treated as any other function in a
programming language. We give concrete examples in Section 3.

LazyPPL is very expressive and clear, and reasonably efficient for a prototype language. But at
the same time it is easy to read through the implementation: the core library is around 50 lines of
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Haskell, including a Metropolis-Hastings simulation. The full library and all examples can be found
at https://bitbucket.org/samstaton/lazyppl.

Context and related work LazyPPL appears to be the first library combining the ideas above, but
it is building on plenty of prior work in probabilistic programming. Church [5, 17] and Anglican [24]
support all the statistical models in this paper, although they are not lazy or typed (Church via thunking
and XRPs, Anglican via its absorb/produce idiom). In a sense, we are clarifying that earlier work via
types and laziness. Later languages along these lines include BayesDB [19], WebPPL [6], and Turing,
where laziness is also emphasised [2]. Several earlier probabilistic programming languages include
some forms of laziness, from the early days [9] and more recently including Birch [12], Figaro [15],
and Hansei [8], but this is mostly without an emphasis on Gaussian Processes etc..

Turning to types, Haskell is a popular language, and Haskell libraries Hakaru [13], MonadBayes [20]
and Stochaskell [16] predate LazyPPL. They support more advanced inference, but to our knowledge,
they do not support non-parametric models in the way that LazyPPL does. The emphasis on types
and abstraction builds on [23, 22]. These developments have all been a big inspiration for LazyPPL.

2 Overview of the language

Types and probabilities In a typed probabilistic programming language it is clear from the type
signature what kind of statistical model the program describes. So a type represents a space (such as R,
or a finite space like {true, false}, or a space of functions), and a probabilistic program represents a
probability measure on that space.

In LazyPPL, which is a Haskell library, for every type a there is a type (Prob a). If a
represents a space then (Prob a) represents the space of probability measures on that space.
For example, the normal distribution, parameterized by mean and standard deviation, has type
normal :: Double -> Double -> Prob Double.

In the non-parametric setting, the spaces and probability distributions can be complex, and the types
are elucidating. For example:

• Double -> (Prob Double) is the type of parametrized probability measures over R, such
as a normal distribution parameterized by a mean (with some fixed variance);

• Prob (Double -> Double) is the type of probability measures on the space of functions
R → R (aka random functions), such as a random linear function or a Gaussian process;

• Prob (Prob Double) is the type of random probability measures, e.g. a Dirichlet process.
• Prob [Double] is the type of one-dimensional point processes, i.e. random sequences

(potentially infinite), such as the Poisson point process.

As a more advanced idea, we also use abstract data types to hide the specific choice of internal
representation for a process. This makes for cleaner modelling, and emphasises the symmetries in
certain stochastic processes [23]. For instance, an interface for the Chinese Restaurant Process may
define abstract types Restaurant and Table, together with two functions

• newRestaurant :: Double -> Prob Restaurant

• newCustomer :: Restaurant -> Prob Table,

encapsulating the implementation details. The concrete representation could be one of many, e.g.
following a stick-breaking construction (see §3.3) or a Blackwell-MacQueen urn scheme. We have
also implemented the Indian Buffet Process [7] and the Mondrian Process [18] using this style of
programming, using abstract types which highlight their symmetries. More generally, LazyPPL is a
promising tool for understanding data modelled as an exchangeable random structure (see e.g. [14]).

Conditioning and measures Probability distributions are one key part of probabilistic program-
ming, and the other key part is incorporating data and observations. LazyPPL is based on the
general idea of Bayesian inference via weighted Monte Carlo simulation [25, §4]. Semantically,
this amounts to a program describing an unnormalized measure, and inference is about producing
a sample from that measure. (See also [21].) To capture this in LazyPPL, we associate to every
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Figure 1: Bayesian regression in LazyPPL for the data set indicated by the dots. We illustrate three
different priors on the function space: (a) linear, (b) piecewise linear, and (c) Wiener.

type a, a type (Meas a), and if a describes some space then (Meas a) describes the space of
possibly-unnormalized measures on that space. These are built in two ways [25, §2.1]:

• sample :: Prob a -> Meas a – sample from a probability measure;
• score :: Double -> Meas () – update the weight of the trace (aka factor or observe),

typically with a likelihood or density function, e.g. score (normalPdf 0 1 x).

Inference LazyPPL provides a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm which we use to obtain samples
from a distribution of type (Meas a). The algorithm returns an infinite stream of samples, computed
lazily as needed for plotting or analysing.

The challenge for a sampling algorithm like Metropolis-Hastings is to quickly produce samples with
high weight. For LazyPPL we implemented a novel general-purpose version of M-H which works
suprising well. The algorithm is parameterized by a probability p, and at each step, traverses the
current program trace and re-samples each variable with probability p. This produces a new trace,
which we accept or reject as usual. For a lazy language like LazyPPL this is a convenient proposal
kernel because it does not require knowing the number of sample sites in the trace in advance. Our
random seed comprises infinite sequences of values, and the traversal is itself lazy: the new trace may
be longer or shorter, and Haskell re-samples exactly what is needed.

3 Examples of LazyPPL models

We now give examples, focusing on non-parametric models. Where LazyPPL comes into its own is
that the model can involve natural types and structures that have unbounded or infinite dimension.

3.1 A simple parametric model: linear regression

We can perform linear regression in LazyPPL by first defining random linear functions:

linear :: Prob (Double -> Double)
linear = do a <- normal 0 3

b <- normal 0 3
let f x = a*x + b
return f

In general, we perform Bayesian regression by sampling from some prior distribution on the function
space, and recording a weight for each data point, with the weight coming from some Gaussian noise.

regress :: Double -> Prob (a -> Double) -> [(a,Double)] -> Meas (a -> Double)
regress sigma prior dataset =

do f <- sample prior
forM dataset $ \(x,y) -> score $ normalPdf (f x) sigma y
return f

So linear regression in particular is achieved by regress 0.1 linear dataset, see Figure 1(a).

3.2 Non-parametric regression

The function regress can be used for more involved kinds of regression. For a first non-parametric
model, we consider piecewise linear regression, where the prior is over piecewise linear functions
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Figure 2: Dirichlet process clustering by stick-breaking in LazyPPL.

with an infinite number of pieces. We define a function that will splice together different draws from
a random function, given a point process of change points:

splice :: Prob [Double] -> Prob (Double -> Double) -> Prob (Double -> Double)

We can define a Poisson point process with given rate, by sampling steps from exponential distribu-
tions:

poissonPP :: Double -> Prob [Double]

Then, piecewise linear regression, as shown in Figure 1(b), can be implemented as
regress 0.1 (splice (poissonPP 0.1) linear) dataset. One key point of laziness is
that the computation is finite even when distributions are clearly over infinite-dimensional structures.

LazyPPL also supports regression with Gaussian processes. For simple presentation, we stick to the
Wiener process, also known as Brownian motion. In LazyPPL we have a random function

wiener :: Prob (Double -> Double)

that can be used to perform Wiener process regression, regress 0.1 wiener dataset, as shown
in Figure 1(c). This is also infinite dimensional, but still returns results because the inference
algorithm is lazy. It is a first class random function, so we can straightforwardly transform it with
non-random functions, or combine it with other random functions such as splice.

3.3 Dirichlet process clustering and stochastic memoization

Dirichlet process clustering allows for an unknown number of clusters. One implementation is
via stick-breaking, where we break the unit interval [0, 1] into an infinite number of sticks, each
representing a cluster, and the size of the stick is the proportion of points in that cluster. Stick-breaking
is easy to define lazily in LazyPPL:

stickBreaking :: Double -> Double -> Prob [Double]
stickBreaking alpha lower =

do r <- beta 1 alpha
let v = r * (1 - lower)
vs <- stickBreaking alpha v
return (v : vs)

It is now easy to define the Dirichlet process:

dp :: Double -> Prob a -> Prob (Prob a)

As the type suggests, (dp alpha p) provides a random distribution over clusters. It does this by
first performing stick-breaking and then assigning a draw from p to every cluster. We use this to
perform Bayesian clustering of a data set, using code similar to regress above (Fig. 2).

Memoization is a form of laziness where a function caches previous results instead of re-
calculating [11]. In a stochastic setting, memoization has been proposed as a powerful way of
building infinite-dimensional probability measures (e.g. [5, 17, 26]). In LazyPPL, we have:
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memoize :: (a -> Prob b) -> Prob (a -> b)

As the types make clear, memoize converts a parameterized distribution p into a random function
(memoize p), informally by sampling once from (p x) for every (x :: a). In the clustering
example, we use memoization to assign facets to each cluster.

Feature extraction is a generalization of clustering, where each point can belong to more than one
feature. For example, a movie belongs to multiple genres. We have used laziness in LazyPPL to
implement the Indian Buffet Process [7], which supports an unbounded number of features.

4 Summary and discussion

LazyPPL is a prototype Haskell library that supports types and lazy probabilistic programming. The
truncations of Bayesian non-parametrics are outsourced to the general purpose Haskell implementa-
tion of laziness, both in the models and in the Metropolis-Hastings inference. We illustrated this with
non-parametric regression (§3.2) and clustering (§3.3).

Probabilistic programming makes it easy to build models in a modular way, and the type system of
LazyPPL emphasises this aspect. For example, it is very easy to switch the Poisson process for a
different point process in the piecewise regression example (Fig. 1). We can also compose models to
explore hierarchical versions of the Dirichlet process, Gaussian processes and so on.

LazyPPL opens up some further research challenges. On the practical side, although our novel MH
algorithm works well for simple examples, there is more work to combine typed lazy programs
with the fast implementations that are used for specific non-parametric models (e.g. [10]). We
have not included performance graphs here because the main aim here is a proof of concept of the
expressiveness of the language. Going forward, we may follow in the substantial progress made
recently for parameteric models (e.g. [1, 3]).

On the side of programming language theory, there is a challenge to identify a class of primitives that
are useful for programming in the style of LazyPPL. Although most of our models are vanilla Haskell,
we occasionally use caches to implement memo tables; this is encapsulated carefully. Despite the
caching and laziness, we can reorder lines of a LazyPPL program. This is a programmer’s statement
of Fubini’s theorem, which holds because the processes we consider are exchangeable (e.g. [23]). We
argue that this allows us to view LazyPPL as a synthetic probability theory [4].
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